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Dr. Mike von Massow

Food waste stemming from strict cosmetic standards leads to a potential market
for imperfect produce that is under researched. To gain a better understanding of
consumer preferences towards imperfect produce, we conducted a study on the
effectiveness of marketing techniques on the likelihood of purchasing imperfect apples.
Using a mock grocery store and eye-tracking technology, 187 participants chose
between perfect bagged apples, imperfect bagged apples, perfect loose apples, and
imperfect loose apples. We used a binary logit, multinomial logit, and marginal effects at
the means to analyze our data. Our research found imperfect apples more likely to be
purchased in bags rather than individually at a rate of 5 to 1. The results on our labeling
techniques of the imperfect apples showed the effectiveness of a name label that
positively emphasizes the natural and safe quality of imperfect apples.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background
According to the Toronto Food Policy Council, an astounding 58% of all food

produced in Canada is wasted. Fruits comprise 15% of total waste and apples, in
particular, account for 41.5 percent of the total marketed production of Canadian fruit
(Lutes, 2017). Consumers and producers alike have a growing concern about food
waste and it’s economic and environmental repercussions. Environmentally, food waste
contributes 56.6 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions each year.
Economically, an estimated $31 billion dollars are lost each year due to food waste
(TFPC, 2019).
Food waste occurs at multiple stages within the supply chain but 20–40 percent
of fruits and vegetables are thrown away even before reaching the consumers (Yuan et
al. 2019). Due to strict cosmetic standards on shape, size, color, weight and blemish
level, producers and retailers discard fruits and vegetables considered “imperfect” to
protect their brand name and to manage consumers’ perceptions of the product’s
quality. Added to this, consumers devalue unattractive produce because of altered selfperceptions and leave the ugly fruits on the shelf (Gustavsson et al. 2011; Myers, 2016).
Various retailers such as Whole Foods, Walmart, Tesco, and Giant Eagle have
previously attempted ugly fruit campaigns to boost profits and reduce waste by selling
imperfect produce at a discounted price (Choi, C and S. McFetridge. 2019). However,
these stores have all quietly ended their tests insisting that “Customers didn’t accept it
as much as we had hoped” (Choi and McFetridge, 2019). Though a 2017 study on
suboptimal food products highlights that consumer preferences for suboptimal food
1

products is influenced by demographics, personality characteristics, and individualwaste aspects, there is still a knowledge gap on the market for these suboptimal
products and subsequent consumer preferences (De Hooge et al. 2017).
The focus of this thesis is to evaluate how changes in marketing techniques can
change the likelihood of consumers purchasing imperfect apples. The main contribution
of this thesis to existing literature is in the methods used. Using a combination of stated
preference, through an exit survey, and revealed preference, through a mock grocery
store and mobile eye tracking technology, we determine consumers’ willingness to buy
imperfect apples. Existing studies have relied on discrete choice experiments that fail to
simulate realistic grocery store interactions and conditions. Through the Longo’s Food
Lab, a 1,200 square foot mock retail grocery store, and the use of mobile eye tracking
glasses which enable us to capture participants subtle eye movements, we can analyze
the participants visual interest and gain a fuller understanding of the process that leads
to purchasing decisions.

1.2

Motivation
Food waste has become increasingly recognized as a significant global problem;

however, the exact relation between pricing, consumer behavior, and food waste is
underexplored (Aschemann-Witzel et al. 2015). Though various surveys and online
choice experiments have revealed a substantial market for cosmetically imperfect
produce (De Hooge et al. 2017; Loebnitz and Grunert, 2015; Aschemann-Witzel et al.
2018), there is a lack of revealed preference research investigating the relationship
between consumer behavior and imperfect produce. There is a concern about the
substantial fruit waste, but actions are being taken without a good understanding of
2

consumer behavior. Some imperfect food initiatives have found success; however, big
name supermarkets, where the majority of consumers shop, have quietly ended their
ugly produce campaigns stating that consumers didn’t accept it as much as they hoped
(Choi and McFetridge, 2019). Furthermore, they are unsure if these actions with
suboptimal products actually reduces overall food waste. Inefficiency is an economic
problem as resources are not being used in the most beneficial way.
This economic problem spans across the entire apple supply chain. Retailers
look at demand which is transmitted up the supply chain to affect producers. From
farmers to retailers, there needs to be an understanding of the demand for imperfect
and perfect apples to accurately stock an efficient amount of apples and have a real
impact on waste reduction. This gap in the literature is an economic research problem
as the selling of imperfect apples, particularly selling them in bags, has unknown
implications on the demand for normal apples and the total demand for apples in
general. Understanding consumer behavior for these products in response to
description and information treatments will further the knowledge of this potential market
for unsold and wasted apples. Furthermore, this will provide the market for imperfect
apples with a better understanding of the barriers and facilitators for the acceptance of
visually suboptimal foods. We aim to analyze and increase consumers probability of
buying imperfect apples by using a combination of revealed and stated preferences to
test strategies that make imperfect produce more attractive.

1.3

Thesis Organization
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of

revealed and stated preferences with the contribution of eye tracking technology and its
3

use in consumer research. Furthering the literature review will be a discussion of the
current literature on suboptimal fruit while highlighting the apple supply chain and areas
of food waste. Chapter 3 provides the details of the experimental design and data
description. Chapter 4 outlines the conceptual framework used to examine the issue of
GM labelling. Chapter 5 describes the empirical framework used in the analysis.
Chapter 6 discusses the results of the experiment. Chapter 7 provides a conclusion,
policy implications and areas of future research.

4

2

Context – Canadian Apples

2.1

Introduction
The objective of this section is to provide context behind choosing a study on

imperfect apples. This chapter delves deeper into the apple production in Canada while
emphasizing important changes occurring with the apple supply chain. We aim to show
why looking at the market for lower grade apples is interesting and necessary.

2.2

Apple Production and Supply Chain Changes
Apples are a valuable product for the Canadian economy in general and for

Ontario’s economy in specific. In the fruit category, apples represent about $97 million
in value and are second only to grape production at $104 million. (Statistics Canada,
2018). In Ontario alone, almost 14 thousand acres of land are designated solely for
apple cultivation and production (Statistics Canada, 2018). As shown in the image
below, most of the apples in Ontario are grown along the shores of Lake Ontario, Lake
Erie, Lake Huron, and Georgian Bay as these large, deep bodies of water help to
moderate temperatures (OAG, 2018).

5

(Ontario Apple Growers, 2015)

Accounting for 40 percent of national production volumes, the province of Ontario is the
largest producer of apples in Canada. The Ontario apple industry generated $634
million in economic activity in 2016 and is associated with over 5,000 full-time jobs
(Ciceran, 2017). The significance of the Ontario apple industry to the provincial
economy and the overall economic impact of this industry cannot be ignored.
A distinction between table apples and processing apples must also be made
when addressing the apple supply chain. Canadian apple grades range from Canada
Extra Fancy to Canada No. 2 Peelers. Canada Extra Fancy make up the prettiest and
most perfect types of apples such as Honeycrisp and Ambrosia. Canada No. 1 Peelers
and Canada No. 2 Peelers are “apples used for processing purposes that are free from
any injury or defect or a combination thereof that would cause a loss of more than 5%
or 20% respectively, by weight, of an apple above that which would normally be lost in
commercial preparation” (Government of Canada, 2018). Imperfect apples fall into the
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grade of Canada Commercial which consists of smaller, slightly misshapen, and
discolored apples with minor damage from hail or insect punctures (Lui, 2016).
Ontario Apple Growers state that if the apples do not make those two top grades,
they are downgraded to processing and there are a variety of market opportunities in
the category (OAG, 2016). Brett Schuyler, co-owner of Schuyler Farms in Southern
Ontario, depicts a different story which has the Canadian juice market largely supplied
by cheaper foreign apple concentrate. According to Statistics Canada and the World
Apple Review, China is the number one supplier of apple juice concentrate to Canada
with nearly 30 million litres of apple juice concentrate imported into Canada last year
alone (Agro et al. 2018). Brian Peixoto, Sales Manager at Lakeside Organic Gardens,
supports this claim by explaining that most processors set up contracts with growers
entirely separate from the fresh market growers to ensure they have a good, consistent
supply (Imperfect Foods, 2019). Farmers growing to produce Fancy Grades for the
fresh market do not have the quantity and consistency processors need so they have
specific growers on contract growing just for them.
Schuyler also emphasized that selling fresh ugly produce to the processing
market is not profitable for farmers. Farmers break even and often lose money once
labor and shipping costs are included (Imperfect Foods, 2019). Agreeing with Schuyler,
Ontario Apple Growers state that selling the imperfect, Canada Commercial, apples
which fail to make the fancy grade, creates higher returns to the grower in comparison
to selling them for juice (OAG, 2015). These preliminary markets for imperfect produce
have shown farmers that harvesting ugly produce can be worth the time and labor to
generate an income that would most likely go bad (Mull, 2020).

7

As companies become increasingly global, supply chains face tradeoffs and
difficult decisions to stay competitive in the market and maximize profits. In recent
years, the apple supply chain has been shifting its practices to maximize profits. Apples
possess a unique dimension in supply chain management as apple trees require
several seasons to mature after planting before their fruit can be harvested and sold.
Farmers must keep their trees hydrated, pest free and clear of competitive weeds
during this time. Wanting to guarantee that their investment will reap profits, Ontario
apple farmers are increasingly looking to new, high returning apple varieties such as
Gala, Honeycrisp and Ambrosia. These elite, table apple varieties account for over 63%
of Ontario apple trees less than 5 years old (Ciceran, 2017) and 53% of overall
production (OAG, 2018). Farmers aim to produce apples in their most valuable format
of raw, table apples which are sold for $0.471/lb for the grower (OAG, 2018). If the
apple is not suited to be sold in this format then it will be sold by the farmer as a
processing or juicing apple for an average of $0.175/lb (OAG, 2018). These numbers
are taken from the 2017 Ontario Annual Report and only vary slightly over the years.
However, over the last 10 years, the volume of processing apples has been declining by
approximately 12 million pounds per year (Ciceran, 2017). Freeman et al. (2018) claims
this decrease may be related to the shift away from processed sugars and the
increased messages against the over consumption of sugar. This decline in the
processing sector has a significant impact on the entire apple industry. The food and
beverage manufacturing sector of the apple industry generates 1,932 full time jobs
which is 37.7% of all the jobs created by the industry (OAG, 2018).

8

Adding to the decrease in processed apple products, which leads to the wasting
of the imperfect table apples, there has been a decline in the processing and juicing
market of collected grounder apples. Grounder apples are those that have fallen to the
ground before harvesters can collect them from the trees. The 2017 Ontario crop
estimate of orchard juice from grounder apples was projected to be down 20% from
2016 (OAG, 2018). Traditionally used for the juicing market, pickers have been recently
trained to pick only marketable fruit and to avoid the inferior fruit that have dropped to
the ground (Wilson, 2000). Instead of being collected for consumption, grounders will be
stomped into the soil to decompose as fertilizer to save processing cost, labor costs of
paying someone to pick them up and other labor heavy activities such as washing and
sorting apples from debris. The shift away from processing grounder apples may be
partially due to the CFIA regulations stating that all Canadian grades require that apples
be handpicked. This means that apples should show no evidence of rough handling or
having been on the ground (CFIA, 2011).
Furthermore, grounders are prohibited from being used in the production of
ciders. The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs insists that any
apples that have dropped to the orchard floor (grounders) or any that remain attached to
lower branches causing them to be in contact with ground should never be used in cider
production (OMAFRA, 2019). A study performed by Hayhoe (2019) interviewed various
Ontario apple processors that suggested another reason for the elimination of
grounders from the juicing market is due to the availability of cleaner and more
manageable apples at lower prices. Though Hayhoe found no direct data to confirm
this, interviewees insisted that processors do not want to spend the time and resources
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to clean and collect grounder apples with the higher volumes of cleaner apples
available. The owner of Apple Hill Farm, Chuck Souther, supports Hayhoe’s study
claiming that the collection of grounders largely depends on the season. He defends
that grounders are a market-based deal because in super crop years “nobody was in
the market for dropped apples because there were too many of the picked ones to go
around” (Goodwin, 2016). The gradual deviation away from the production of processed
apples, the distinction between table apples and processing apples and the decrease
use of grounder apples presents an area in the apple supply chain management that
needs further research to evaluate its contribution to food waste.

2.3

Chapter Summary
This section helps explain the motivation for our study. Acknowledging various

apple production trends creates a more complete picture of the apple food waste
problem. The decrease in processing apples and the trade off growers face in making
decisions with their imperfect produce provides context for the potential of the imperfect
produce market.

10

3

Literature Review

3.1

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to review the academic literature on food waste as

it pertains to the apple industry. First, we will bridge the gap between revealed and
stated preference through the use of the Longo’s Food Lab and eye tracking
technology. Second, we will break down the complexities of supply chains and apple
production. Next, we will define and address food waste as a whole with a focus on the
specific waste that occurs at the retail level. Finally, we will examine existing literature to
understand consumer behavior towards perfect and imperfect produce.

3.2

Revealed Versus Stated Preference
Stated preference has frequently and historically been used in market research

because of its ease to implement. It is based on the idea that apparent weights placed
on different product attributes can be derived on the basis of responses to hypothetical
questions related to preference (Bates, 1988). Stated preference techniques typically
use surveys to ask individuals how much they are willing to pay or willing to accept in
compensation for gains or losses of the non-market goods and services (Batemen et al.
2002). In addition, stated preference is beneficial to gather consumer’s perceptions on
products that have yet to enter the market. Stated preference can be useful when
calculating data beyond the scope of revealed preference data; however, there is an
incentive to avoid the limitations involved with its research. Through stated preference
data, behavioral intentions, instead of actual behavior, are recorded. By relying on
intentions, ideals, and behavior expressed, one must assume that a person’s statement
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of what they are willing to buy corresponds closely with their actions. Neill et al. (1994)
argued that open-ended hypothetical surveys do not always accurately elicit real
economic commitments and can provide a biased measurement of true values.
Inconsistencies between people’s behavior and their self-reports are a well-known
phenomenon and a probable explanation of this points to the cognitive and/or social
aspects of decision making and behavior (Berendt et al. 2005).
Revealed preference is an approach that measures consumer preferences based
on observed purchasing behavior. Assuming that humans are rational, the consumer
considers a set of alternatives before making a purchasing decision (Adamowicz et al.
1997). Thus, given that a consumer chooses one option out of a set, this option must be
the preferred option. The main obstacle; however, when using revealed preference is
the cost of performing the study, the researcher’s lack of control over the environment,
and making sure the products and labels of the study are currently found in the market.
Revealed preference also relies on historical experience so the economic benefits of a
new policy or product is often difficult to address with revealed preference data.
Combining stated and revealed preference methods creates a joint model that
enhances the strengths and diminishes the drawbacks of each individual model. The
hypothetical bias within stated preference data is mitigated through the addition of
revealed preference techniques. Furthermore, the limitation of revealed preference data
from a reliance on historical experience is extended through stated preference surveys’
design to collect hypothetical behavior. Additional orthogonal stated data reduces the
collinearity that most likely exists in revealed data and stated preference questions add
observations for uncommon attributes in revealed data (Earnhart, 2001). Huang et al.
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(1997) finds that the efficiency of a willingness to pay estimation is improved when
revealed and stated data are combined. Combining both stated and revealed
preferences creates an increased amount of available information, allows for the
possibility of modeling goods with attribute levels outside the range of current levels,
and reduces the collinearity subject to the statistical design of stated preference
(Adamowicz et al. 1997). Lastly, a combination of revealed preference and stated
preference data can be used to test the validity of both methods.

3.3

Eye tracking technology and the Longo’s Food Lab
Through the Longo’s Food Lab and the use of eye tracking technology, we will be

able to deduce the disparities between revealed and stated preference by comparing
stated preferences with the subject’s actual observed choices. Providing the subjects
with a set of alternatives to consider before deciding the preferred option, the Longo’s
lab will explain consumers’ preferences through their actual observed purchasing
behavior. Eye-tracking research is becoming more common in the marketing field as an
objective way of monitoring consumer’s visual attention to labels. Avoiding consumers’
potentially unreliable and subjective self-reports on what labels they have read and
understood, eye tracking abstains from directly questioning the individuals about their
nutrition label use. Instead of allowing the participants to align their survey answers to
perceived acceptable or popular behaviors, eye tracking technology catches the
consumers more instinctive and habitual behavior (Graham, Orquin & Visschers, 2012).
These observations are captured as the technology precisely tracks the location and
duration of one’s visual attention using high-resolution, high speed cameras that record
up to 1000 times per second (Duchowski, 2007). Cognitive processes of the labels are
13

reflected in the fixation durations. In general, longer fixations are associated with a
deeper and more attentive processing in terms of task complexity of the extracted visual
information (Velichkovsky, 2002).
Though eye tracking calculates and records exactly where the individual is
looking and for how long, there are certain limitations to eye tracking technology. Simply
because the subjects view the nutrition information or labels does not guarantee that
they are understanding the information or using it to guide their purchasing decisions. In
addition, research incorporating eye-tracking methodology may lack realism for the
study participants because they are wearing eye gear that they would not usually wear.
Knowing that eye gaze is being monitored could influence one to behave differently
from how he/she might behave normally when not being monitored (Graham, Orquin &
Visschers, 2012). We may not know why the individual is looking at certain labels or
signs; however, eye tracking does provide substantial and detailed information on
consumers’ visual attention.
A study performed by Graham and Jeffery (2011) used eye tracking technology
to assess individuals visual attention to nutrition labels and how it related to their selfreported viewing of nutrition labels. Their results indicated that participants recorded
significantly more viewing of label components in their self-report than in the objectively
measured viewing. Furthermore, they found that label location was related to viewing
time as consumers spend over 30% more time viewing labels that are located in the
center. A recent eye tracking study performed in Germany on suboptimal food items
was constructed to see how design changes affect consumer attention (Helmert et al.
2017). Design changes included messages regarding price and taste and also changes
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in color of the signs. The results show that the design changes indeed attracted
attention towards suboptimal food items in terms of time to first fixation, and also
prolonged total fixation duration (Helmert et al. 2017). Understanding that price badge
design impacts attention, cognitive processing, and one’s ultimate purchasing decisions
will help with the layout and design for our eye tracking study.

3.4

Food Waste
There has been increasing popular interest in the issue of food waste. With

constrained natural resources, climate change, and a growing human population,
ensuring a sufficient supply of quality food is a major challenge. According to Toronto
Food Policy Council, 58% of all food produced in Canada is wasted. While 47 percent of
food is wasted at home, 53 percent of waste occurs throughout the supply chain
(Mortillaro, 2016). Fruit, in particular, make up 15% of the total waste and a 2017 study
by Crop Life states that apples account for 41.5 percent of the total marketed production
of Canadian fruit (Lutes, 2017). Thus, it is estimated that an average of 1,225,000
apples are wasted every day in Canada (LFHW Canada). This is a significant problem
for economic, environmental, ethical and food security reasons (von Massow et al.
2019).
The impact of food waste is widespread: economic (direct loss for farmers,
retailers and consumers), social (failure to secure food for a wider population) and
environmental (soil, water, energy implications and GHGe: greenhouse gas emissions)
(Alamar et al. 2017). Furthermore, wasting food while millions of people around the
world suffer from hunger raises moral questions (Henderson, 2004). The economic
impact of discarding food has a domino impact on all organizations and individuals
15

along every stage of the supply chain, including the final consumer. Travel cost, soil
cost, fertilizer emission/cost, excess resource consumption costs, and labor costs are all
wasted as only 3 percent of thrown-out food is composted (Plumer, 2012). Instead, food
waste is transferred to landfills and generates methane that is around 25 times more
harmful to the environment than carbon dioxide (Mohajan, 2011).
In order to accurately analyze the issue of food waste, a definition and the
difference between food loss and food waste must be addressed. In 1981, the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2019) defined food waste as anything that was originally
intended for human consumption but is instead discarded, lost, degraded or consumed
by pests (Parfitt, Barthel, and Macnaughton, 2010). The FAO then separated the issue
into two indices: the Food Loss Index (FLI) and the Food Waste Index (FWI).
Food loss is the decrease in the quantity or quality of food resulting from decisions and
actions by food suppliers in the chain, excluding retailers, food service providers and
consumers (FAO, 2019). It encompasses the loss of agricultural produce—for example,
when crops are damaged during production, harvest, storage, transport, and processing
(Aschemann-Witzel, 2016). Food waste refers to the wastage of items fit for human
consumption. It commonly occurs in developed economies at both the retailer and
consumer end, as a result of poor planning or business decisions, as well as lack of
technological infrastructure, capabilities or consumer awareness (Alamar et al.
2017). Both food loss and food waste are complex problems that occur across different
stages of the supply chain, with many stakeholders involved, but for the purposes of our
experiment we will be using the definition of food waste.
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Although waste arises at every stage of the food supply chain, the causes of
waste vary greatly depending on the stage of the chain, the commodity, and the
country. While food waste at the early stages of the supply chain is a problem in
developing countries, food surplus and wastage at the later stages are primarily
observed in developed countries (Aschemann-Witzel et al. 2015). From 1961-2009,
46.19% of Canada’s fresh fruits available for consumption were wasted (Abdulla et al.
2013). Within North America and Oceania, household-level waste accounts for 50% of
overall loss and waste of crops (Kummu et al. 2012). Before reaching the consumer,
food waste in developed countries stems from the consumers higher standards and
perceptions of product quality which drives farmers, processors, and retailers to sort out
items that they expect to be undesired (Raak et al. 2017). The NRDC reports from a
large cucumber grower that an estimated fewer than half the vegetables he grows
actually leave his farm. He claims that high aesthetic standards are to blame as 75
percent of the cucumbers culled before sale are edible (Plumer, 2012).
An important aspect of food waste generation is overproduction. Along with the
rest of the world, Canada invests substantial resources into seeking ways to feed a
growing population through increased production (Gooch et al. 2010). Papargyropoulou
et al. (2014) estimated that a surplus of approx. 30% is necessary to compensate for
unexpected losses and to maintain food security, but current surpluses exceed 50%.
The need for a surplus mainly stems from trade demands forcing higher production
volumes through the risk of not complying with quality requirements and product take
back obligations (Parfitt et al., 2010).
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Thus, addressing and tackling Canada’s food waste problem demands the
involvement of multiple stakeholders to devise efficient food waste approaches with a
focus on retailers’ attitudes and consumer behavior and the relationships and
information shared between them.

3.5

Retail Waste
Retailers, in particular, have been heavily criticized for playing a major role in

contributing to food waste (Aschemann-Witzel, 2016). Waste at this stage has a
significant impact because the products have already gone through most of their value
adding activities, accumulating costs and embedded energy. Furthermore, products
wasted at this stage tend to go to landfill which presents an additional environmental
burden (Mena, Adenso-Diaz & Yurt, 2011). During this stage, food waste is a cause of
inappropriate packaging, poor handling and transportation, or failures on forecasting
and storage. Additionally, poor management practices from inadequate training,
inadequate inventory control, and lack of communication leads to damaged and spoiled
products and ultimately food waste (Mena, Adenso-Diaz & Yurt, 2011). These examples
of waste at the retail stage could be minimized with improved management,
communication, technology, and packaging. But interestingly enough, the actual share
of food waste lost at the supermarket itself is relatively small with the majority of retail
waste being linked to overly conservative best-before date practices (AschemannWitzel, 2018; Garrone et al. 2014).
However, retailer’s sourcing decisions crucially influence waste both up and
downstream in the supply chain. Retailers are the supply chain actor most visible to the
consumer and consequently, their activities, communication, and store image influences
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consumer’s knowledge and perception of food products (Lombart & Louis, 2014). In
addition, retailers assess consumers’ preferences and purchasing decisions to then
modify processing orders, establish aesthetic product specifications, or enact
contractual agreements (Loebnitz et al. 2015; Eriksson et al. 2017). Chain grocery
stores are known to have stricter produce standards than the highest USDA grade, thus
marginalizing small farmers and farmers from developing countries (Fuchs, Kalfagianni,
and Arentsen, 2018). Furthermore, stores have influence over what produce appears in
the market with food rejection practices, such as take-back agreements (TBA). Takeback agreements allow supermarkets to reject the delivered products and reclaim the
cost for it (Eriksson, Strid, and Hansson, 2012). A follow-up study by Eriksson (2015)
showed that reclamation of fruits and vegetables, in particular, contributed to 67% of the
mass wasted from six supermarkets during five years of investigation. For the fresh fruit
and vegetable reclamations, the supermarkets have sole rights to determine if the
goods are of ‘inadequate’ quality (Eriksson et al. 2017). Not wanting the supermarkets
to send back their products, suppliers are then forced to raise their standards. The
highest amount of losses for fruits and vegetables occur at the processing and
packaging stage (34%) due to this need to insure the goods arrive in aesthetically
perfect condition (Nahman & de Lange, 2013; Hui, 2019).
Processors must sort through unwanted apples to fit specific standards. Table
apples are placed in standard sized packages with a specific diameter size range that
holds around 80 apples per tray (CFIA, 2019). This packaging is useful to prevent waste
from bruising or damage; however, it also leads to waste by reducing the market for offsized apples and wasting the unfit apples that are not diverted to an alternative
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processing stream (Hayhoe, 2019). Size requirements only creates a portion of the food
waste as specifications on shape, blemishes, bruising, color, and level of ripeness can
also lead retailers to send back or discard unappealing and unmarketable food
(Willersinn et al. 2015). Imperfect Produce CEO Ben Simon remarks on how “retailers
really prize their produce sections” and worry that that cheaper produce will cannibalize
sales of regular produce, or give off a bad image (Choi and McFetridge, 2019). To
satisfy retailer standards, anecdotal discussions with Canadian processors show that
strict standards cause anywhere from 10 - 40% of the products to be wasted (Gooch et
al. 2010).

3.6

Consumer Behavior and Imperfect Food Initiatives
Consumer purchasing behavior is influenced by a range of factors; however, their

ultimate unwillingness to buy and consume visually suboptimal products directly and
indirectly generates a considerable fraction of food waste (Rohm et al. 2017). Though it
is suitable for human consumption, businesses along the supply chain will discard or
process suboptimal food into lower value products to avoid a potential loss.
Directly, consumers steer away from buying imperfect produce due to perceptions of
worse taste, appearance, quality, and safety (Loebnitz and Grunert, 2018). Additionally,
consumers dispose of food that is safe to eat because it does not meet their aesthetic
expectations or the best-before date is near or passed (Parfitt, Barthel, and
Macnaughton, 2010). In fact, food that has gone past the best-before date accounts for
55% of consumer food waste (Quested et al. 2013). Though it is common for retailers to
apply expiration date-based pricing, the purchasing and consumption of suboptimal
items requires consumer’s favorable perception and acceptance. Thus, understanding
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the numerous factors that influence consumer decision making is fundamental to
addressing the waste throughout the food supply chain and the potential market of
suboptimal foods. These factors range from physiological factors such as hunger and
cravings during shopping, to societal influences and moral pressures, to contextual
factors such as household composition and socioeconomic status (Shepherd & Raats,
2006).
Over the years, various survey studies have been performed to analyze the
connection between consumer attributes and purchasing behavior of imperfect produce.
A U.S. experiment found that consumers show little tolerance for visual imperfections,
but those with higher environmental concerns are more tolerant (Aschemann-Witzel et
al. 2015). However, at a reduced price, Aschemann-Witzel et al. (2018) and Petruzzelli
(2015) found that suboptimal foods were well accepted and had a positive correlation
between suboptimal produce and an increasing discount rate. Thus, consumers are
pulled between ‘self-centered’ and ‘altruistic’ priorities when buying suboptimal food.
Imperfect produce may be purchased due to the decreased price and budget
constraints or an environmental awareness of the impact of food waste. Furthermore,
an individual’s demographics (race, gender, age) and personality characteristics (value
orientation, engage in shopping/cooking, skills in food handling/storage) can explain
discount preferences, consumer choices, and food-waste tendencies (De Hooge et al.
2017). Consumers are even sensitive to wording as a survey study showed a strong
opposition to suboptimal fruit being labeled “ugly” (Yuan et al. 2019). However, two
separate studies found that consumer preferences of suboptimal items largely
depended on the food category and if the sub-optimality deviated extremely from the
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norm (Loebnitz, Schuitema, and Grunert, 2015; de Hooge et. al, 2017). Finally, in-store
marketing and communication of food waste avoidance can improve acceptance and
perceived quality for fresh produce in particular (Aschemann-Witzel et al. 2018).
Along with consumers’ awareness of food quality and freshness, consumers are
now more than ever examining what they eat. Rising health-consciousness through
increased information about risks involving pesticides, fertilizers, and genetically altered
crops and animals, has led to an era that emphasizes a healthier approach to life
(Nelson, 2001). Environmentalists and economists have raised questions about the
reduced costs and environmental benefits of local food as an impact study suggests
that the number of farmers markets across Canada grows by five to seven per cent
each year (Farmers’ Markets Canada, 2009). Furthermore, Canada’s organic market is
estimated at $5.4 billion and is steadily growing (Canadian Organic Growers, 2017).
This reflects the changing food culture that wants fresher, healthier, and more
sustainable options and understands naturally produced produce is not shiny and
perfect.
The extent to which supermarkets and retailers could capitalize on these
changing attitudes needs further research but studies suggest mixed results. Recently,
campaigns and initiatives across the globe have attempted to address food waste by
encouraging the utilization of imperfect “ugly” fruits and vegetables to tackle the issues
of food waste. In 2014, Compass USA launched a nationwide program to rescue
imperfect produce. By 2017, this food service had saved 2m lbs. of suboptimal produce
(Compass Group, 2017). Furthermore, Sysco, the largest US food distributor, started an
“Unusual but Usable” program to partner produce growers with potential clients who
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want to utilize “ugly” fruits & vegetables (Sysco, 2018). Though, imperfect food
initiatives are promising, big name stores such as Walmart and Whole Foods hint that
the market for suboptimal produce is under researched and poorly understood. In recent
years, Walmart and Whole Foods attempted selling blemished fruits and vegetables at a
discount because their imperfect size, shape or color would cause them to otherwise be
trashed (Choi and McFetridge, 2019). However, their ugly produce campaigns were
quietly ended suggesting dented apples and undersized potatoes may not be all that
appealing in stores where better-looking fruits and vegetables are on display. Mona
Golub of Price Chopper also discontinued offering ugly produce contending that
“customers didn’t accept it as much as we had hoped” (Choi and McFetridge, 2019).
Though some non-profit organizations and home-delivery startups claim they are doing
well, the large supply chain actors who accommodate the majority of consumers and
generate the majority of food and food waste are hesitant to risk profits for positive
externalities. Those interested in saving ugly produce have invested in imperfect
produce initiatives; however, supermarkets with a variety of consumers with varying
preferences have found little success.

3.7

Chapter Summary
This chapter addresses the current literature relating to imperfect produce and

food waste. Our usage of a combination of revealed and stated preference will
contribute to existing literature as the research has been limited to discrete choice
experiments. Food waste is a problem across the supply chain stemming from
consumer demand and preferences. Strict standards and take-back agreements cause
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farmers and processors to over produce and waste more. Even with the success of
imperfect produce initiatives, stores want to protect their brand and manage consumer
perceptions of the product’s quality.
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4

Conceptual Framework

4.1

Introduction
The following chapter outlines the study’s conceptual framework by addressing

the theoretical foundation guiding the research. The first section provides an
understanding of consumer purchasing decisions through an analysis of choice theory
with an emphasis on Lancaster’s paradigm. The second section will use Louviere et al.
(2000) to expand on Lancastrian consumer theory and detail the components of a
random utility model.

4.2

Choosing and Consumer Theory
Before evaluating consumer choices within the market, the process of making

those decisions must be explored and understood. Choosing manifests itself in many
ways. Whether an individual supports one outcome or rejects another through active
responses (purchasing a product or service) or passive responses (supporting a
particular view), their choices are influenced by habit, inertia, experience, advertising,
peer pressures, environmental constraints, household and family constraints, etc
(Louviere et al. 2000). Lancastrian consumer theory breaks away from the traditional
approach by saying that consumers choose specific products based on the products
attributes not the physical product itself. Thus, when an individual is faced with choosing
from a set of alternatives, each alternative consists of a different combination or bundle
of attributes (Lancaster, 1966). Based on a set of beliefs about attributes possessed by
product alternatives, consumers have a utility function which involves valuing and
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trading off product attributes that matter in the decision (Louviere et al. 2000). Isolating
these attributes to determine their individual effect on preferences and probability of
choice is the basis of discrete choice experiments and utility maximization.
In the case of suboptimal or “ugly” apples, they possess many attributes which
are perceived to offer less of some aspect of the product’s benefits compared to their
optimal counterparts. Even if their intrinsic quality and food safety are the same, their
less attractive appearance (e.g. color, shape and size) plays an important role on
consumers’ perception of their taste, freshness, and nutritional value as well as their
willingness to pay (Loebnitz et al. 2015). If these negative attributes were to be less
visible through marketing the apples in bags versus loose, it would decrease these
perceived product deficiencies; thus, increasing the probability of choosing ugly apples.
In addition to selling imperfect apples in bags, changing their name from a negative
connotation such as “ugly” or “imperfect” to a positive, more natural name may help
conceal these negative attributes. A study by Yuan et. al confirmed that consumers
strongly opposed the label “ugly” fruits and that using words that emphasize their
normality and safety is imperative (Yuan et al. 2019). If the positive name change is
effective, we would expect consumers to shift away from buying perfect apples.
Furthermore, selling ugly apples at a discount has been proven to increase
consideration of consumer acceptance of suboptimal apples (De Hooge et al. 2017).
However, even when sold at a discounted price, the willingness to purchase imperfect
apples requires consumer’s favorable perception of the items and consumer
acceptance. Consumers’ utility are influenced by a range of food quality dimensions,
such as ‘self-centred’ aspects mentioned above like price and health but also more
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abstract ‘altruistic’ motives such as sustainability and environmental friendliness
(Grunert, 2007; Hensher et al. 2005). The introduction of an informative poster on
Canada’s food waste problem pertaining to apples may appeal to these ideals by
implying that the behavior of buying imperfect apples improves and helps sustain the
environment. An increased knowledge and awareness of the food waste problem also
tends to provide positive self-perceptions (such as doing the right thing) and influence a
pro-environmental behavior which is a significant predictor of consumer’s purchase
intentions and willingness to accept “ugly” produce (Loebnitz et al. 2015). The graphs
below illustrate these ideas of increasing the probability of purchasing imperfect
produce.

Figure 4.2.1: The utility of an individual who prefers perfect apples is illustrated
with the green line. The budget constraint’s slope portrays the discount on imperfect
apples.
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The indifference curve in Figure 4.2.1 represents a consumer who devalues
imperfect apples. There is an infinite amount of parallel indifference curves with a
constant negative slope as imperfect apples and perfect apples are regarded as perfect
substitutes. There is the possibility these are not completely perfect substitutes as a
consumer could buy some imperfect apples if they plan on making apple sauce or
baking along with perfect apples for consumption. However, this was never the case
during our experiment and the type of apples (Royal Gala Apples) used in our
experiment are produced as table apples fit for raw consumption. Typically, apples used
for processing and baking are a different type of apple of lesser quality. Point B
intersects the budget constraint and the indifference curve with the highest utility, so the
result is a corner solution at the budget constraint (point B). This implies that the
consumer will only buy perfect apples based on their preferences at the given price.
However, as discussed above, with the introduction of bagged imperfect apples, a
positive name change to “All Shapes by Nature”, and an informative poster on food
waste, we would expect a change in consumer preferences to be more accepting of
imperfect apples. The figure below reflects this potential shift in consumer preferences
and the increased probability of choosing imperfect apples.
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Figure 4.2.2: The utility of an individual who is more accepting of imperfect
produce. The slope of the budget constraint still reflects the discount on imperfect
apples as there was no change in prices.
The orange indifference curves in Figure 4.2.2 represents a consumer who is
willing to buy imperfect apples at the given budget constraint. Through the marketing
technique of selling the ugly apples in bags, we expect the preferences to change
towards an acceptance of ugly apples as Symmank et al. (2018) found that purchase
intentions of suboptimal foods remain influenced by the initial visual impression
(Symmank et al. 2018). Especially at first glance, the imperfections are less obvious as
bags disguise some of the negative attributes of apples. Furthermore, we predict that
the incorporation of a name which positively highlights the natural yet completely edible
aspects of imperfect produce will increase the perceived quality which majorly
determines the likelihood of choice (Aschemann-Witzel, 2018). Finally, the addition of a
poster illustrating the extent of Canada’s food waste problem could heighten
acceptance and improve perceived quality, in particular for fresh produce (AschemannWitzel et al. 2018).
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4.3

Hypothesis
The objective of this thesis is to discover the effects of marketing techniques on

the likelihood of buying imperfect or “ugly” apples. Following the discussion of figures
4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we formulate three hypotheses that we see as expected outcomes.
•

Hypothesis 1: Increase likelihood of purchase for less visible imperfections, e.g.
ugly apples sold in bags

•

Hypothesis 2: Changes in design and wording with a positive connotation
towards imperfect produce will increase consumer acceptance of imperfect
apples
Hypothesis 1 and 2 involve marketing techniques to effect consumer’s

purchasing decisions. For hypothesis 1, we would expect the dummy variable “bagged”
to have a positive and significant effect on the purchasing of ugly apples. This states
that the majority of ugly apples bought will be purchased in bags. For hypothesis 2,
fixation duration on the name “All Shapes by Nature” will have a positive and significant
effect on purchasing imperfect apples in the logit, multinomial, and marginal effect
results. This assumes that participants observe and process with understanding the
name labels.

4.4

Random Utility Model and Choice Modeling

Random utility models are based on a few basic assumptions. To begin, we
assume that individuals will try to choose an alternative that yields them the highest
utility (Louviere et al. 2000). As discussed above, random utility models are also derived
from the assumption that each individual defines utility in terms of attributes via a
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common functional form. A further assumption in these models is that each utility value
is represented by two components: a systematic component, Vkj and a random
component, εkj. The systematic component is a function of observable attributes while
the random component captures the unobserved individual idiosyncrasies of taste
(Louviere et al. 2000).
Equation 3.2.1 illustrates this utility function:
Ukj = Vkj + εkj

(3.2.1)

Where U is the utility level, V is the systematic component, and ε is the random
component, with each being associated with the choice alternative k for individual j. The
next key assumption is that individual j will choose alternative k if and only if (iff) the
utility is greater than alternative i. Then,
Ukj > Uij

(3.2.2)

From equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), alternative k is chosen iff
(Vkj + εkj ) > (Vij + εij )

(3.2.3)

Then rearranging this equation to place the observable and unobservable components
together we get:
(Vkj - Vij ) > (εij - εkj)

(3.2.3)

However, since we are unable to observe the random component, (εij - εkj), we must
explain the individual j’s choice by estimating the probability that (Vkj - Vij ) > (εij - εkj)
using the following equation.
P(k|A) = P[(Vkj - Vij ) > (εij - εkj)]
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(3.2.4)

This equation states that the probability of choosing alternative k given the choice set A
is equal to the probability that Ukj is greater than Uij (which is rearranged to show that
the difference in observed utility of alternative k and i is greater than the difference of
unobserved utility i and k). To connect Lancaster’s theory with random utility theory, the
systematic component Vkj can be further broken down to understand the role of
attributes in the systematic portion of utility using the following equation:
Vkj = ∑𝑛 𝛽𝑛 𝑋𝑛𝑗

(3.2.5)

Where n is the number of attributes, ꞵn is a vector of utility coefficients corresponding to
the Xnj matrix of attributes. The systematic component can then positively or negatively
affect overall utility as Xnj is assumed to be positive, while ꞵn can either be positive or
negative depending on the individual and the varying utility of each attribute. Thus, in
the case of imperfect and perfect apples, the attributes in question can be reflected in
the following utility function:
Ukj = ƒ(Xkj | 𝛽𝑘𝑗 ) + εkj

(3.2.6)

Where the utility for individual j is a function of the attributes, Xkj , and their
respective coefficients, 𝛽𝑘𝑗 , plus the unobservable component εkj. Furthermore, the
random component is assumed to be independently and identically distributed (IID)
according to a probability distribution (Hensher et al. 2005). This means that even if
attributes are not included in the observed part of the utility expression, they are
represented by the unobserved component and of identical impact on each alternative.
Thus, if an attribute is missing in all alternatives, it is seen as having the exact same
influence on the choice of each alternative (Hensher et al. 2005). Including constraints
that have an impact on both the definition of an individual’s choice set and on the role of
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specific attributes of alternatives in influencing the relative utility and hence probability of
choosing an alternative can also account for these missing attributes. As such, the
constraints should be interacted with attributes of alternatives and by including these
constraints as independent influences recognizes that they are proxies for attributes of
alternatives that are not observed and are measured in the unobserved component of
utility (Hensher et al. 2005). This is important because it recognizes that all sources of
utility are associated with attributes of alternatives and not characteristics of individuals.
The assumption of IID error terms also has an equivalent behavioral assumption
of IIA, Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives. The IIA assumption states that the ratio
of the probabilities of any two alternatives should be preserved despite the presence or
absence of any other alternatives within the set of alternatives included within the model
(Hensher et al. 2005) Thus, if the experiment does good job of maximizing the amount
of information in the observed component of utility, resulting in minimal amount of
information in the unobserved component (εkj), then any assumption imposed on εkj, no
matter how unrealistic, is likely to be of small consequence (Hensher et al. 2005).
Unfortunately, the ability to carry out this initiative cannot be assured even with the
Hausman-McFadden test (Greene 2012).

4.5

Chapter Summary
This chapter explains the utilization of Lancaster’s consumer theory as the

foundation to understand a participant’s apple purchase intentions. The framework
allows the ranking of products through the objective attributes, rather than the goods
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themselves, through which utility is derived using a random utility model (Lancaster,
1966).
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5

Experimental Design and Data

5.1

Introduction
This chapter lays out the design of the experiment conducted along with a

description of both the stated and revealed preference data compiled for this thesis.
Through the use of the Longo’s Food Lab and TOBII Pro II eye tracking glasses, a
realistic grocery store setting was attained to collect the subjects’ natural and habitual
preferences.

5.2

Experimental Design
The revealed preference data was performed in the Longo’s lab which is a 1,200

square foot retail grocery lab at the University of Guelph. The Longo’s lab allows market
scenarios to be simulated through a controlled yet realistic experimental environment.
Though the scenario is realistic, the mock grocery store deals with hypothetical bias as
the participants are not actually buying the items. In addition, knowledge of the eye
tracking technology following their eye movements may cause some participants to not
act naturally. Using a discrete choice experiment, this thesis tests the preferences on
suboptimal apples. Suboptimal products are defined as any product that deviates from
normal or optimal standards on the basis of appearance standards (in terms of shape,
size or colour), on the basis of packaging (e.g., a torn wrapper or dented can), or on the
basis of date labelling (e.g., an expired or close to expired best-before date)
(Aschemann-Witzel et al. 2015). Though they may have aesthetic blemishes such as
bruises, dents, and cuts, suboptimal products do not deviate in intrinsic quality and are
still safe and perfectly fit for human consumption. Consumers are familiar with apples
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and their usual aesthetic appearance as they are a commonly purchased item and one
of the most popularly consumed fruits in Canada. Furthermore, the store layout
simulated a regular grocery store where produce is separated from cans and other
packaged items. Throughout the experiment, the shelf layout remained the same and
the ordering of the optimal and suboptimal apples stayed constant. This could possibly
cause a bias depending on the way the subject entered the aisle and viewed the items.
The apples chosen for the study are Royal Gala Apples. Gala apples are a
middle-priced table apple that are growing in popularity. According to the U.S Apple
Association, sweet and crispy Gala apples replaced Red Delicious as the ‘top crop’ with
a 5.8 percent increase in production over 2017 (Rossen, 2018). To then test the
consumer’s preference on suboptimal apples, both the optimal ‘normal’ apples and
suboptimal ‘ugly’ apples were marketed in the Longo’s lab in bags and loose. The
apples inside the bags are less visible making potential undesirable blemishes less
noticeable and possibly more marketable. The pricing is as follows: the regular loose
apples were priced at $1.99/lbs, the regular bagged were $3.99 for a 3lbs bag, the ugly
loose apples were $1.39/lbs, and the ugly bagged were $2.79 for a 3 lbs bag. This is a
30% discount for both the ugly loose and ugly bagged apples to their respective fancy
apple equivalent. These prices for the ugly and fancy apples were kept constant
throughout the experiment.
To establish a reasonable product price, we averaged the prices of three different
grocery stores in Guelph, Ontario during August of 2019. The three stores used were
Metro, Walmart, and No Frills because they provide a range of more expensive to less
expensive grocery stores. Additionally, these stores are all in close proximity to the
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University of Guelph as the participants for this study were recruited from the University
of Guelph campus, with a focus on millennials. The U.S. Census Bureau defines
millennials as those born between 1982 and 2000 (Allen and Spialek, 2018). Numbering
76 million strong, Millennials are estimated to have a combined purchasing power of
$2.45 trillion world-wide (Barnes, 2015). Millennials have an ever more increasing role
in the market yet are an understudied segment of the sustainable products marketplace
(Muralidharan & Xue, 2016). Though findings show that Millennial students are sensitive
to sustainability concerns (Bollani et al. 2019), their choices seem to be no more
sustainable than other age groups (Wiernik et al. 2016). However, evidence points to a
more environmentally and health conscious millennial generation as 52% of organic
consumers are millennials, they consume 52% more vegetables than their older
counterparts (Allen and Spialek, 2018), and 40% of millennials are reportedly taking on
a plant-based diet (Patal, 2017). Their combined purchasing power and the above
characteristics make Millennials a necessary component for companies’ future success
and an interesting avenue for business seeking to adopt more sustainable initiatives.
To begin the experimental process, the project was approved by the University of
Guelph research ethics board. Flyers were then posted around the school and emails
were sent out to recruit participants. Subjects were initially led through a consent
process upon entering the Longo’s Food Lab. They were told that they will be
compensated 30 dollars for the study. Next, the individuals were fit with the eye tracking
glasses to calibrate the individuals gaze with the computer. Lastly, they were provided
with a grocery list that incorporated apples and 12 other items found around the store
which led them to walk through the entire store. They were instructed to shop as they
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normally would which means staying within their own budget and not having to stick to
the grocery list. The grocery store incorporated a variety of store items to simulate a
regular grocery store and the order remained constant throughout the study. The
consent form, instruction, and grocery list can be found in Appendix A.
The apples were displayed altogether in the back-right side of the store on a
shelf. They were organized on the shelf as follows: bagged optimal apples, bagged
suboptimal apples, loose optimal apples, and loose suboptimal apples.

bagged

bagged

loose

loose

optimal apples

suboptimal apples

optimal apples

suboptimal apples

price

price

price

price

name

name

name

name

The experiment was split into a control group and three treatment groups. The
control group of 48 participants involved the suboptimal apples, both bagged and loose,
being with the name “Canada #2”. The optimal apples, both bagged and loose, were
named “Canada Fancy Grade” throughout the experiment.
The treatment groups will analyze the change in demand with an adjustment to
the naming of the suboptimal fruit and the addition of a food waste avoidance poster.
The poster can be found in Appendix B. The first treatment group of 46 participants
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maintained the name “Canada #2” with the incorporation of the apple food waste poster
(only 10 participants looked at the poster). The second treatment group of 52
participants incorporated changing the name of the suboptimal apples from “Canada #2”
to “All shapes by nature” without the poster. The third treatment group of 41 participants
maintained the name “All shapes by Nature” but included the information treatment of
the poster. The smaller sample size in the last treatment group was partially due to the
Coronavirus pandemic that forced us to stop collecting data early. In addition, the
participants that did not buy apples were excluded from the study as they are not
relevant to the apple market industry. Lastly, some of the participants grocery store
recordings had to be thrown out due to a malfunction in the recording or an imprecise
eye tracking data sample.
To conclude the experiment, all the participants completed an exit survey after
having finished purchasing their grocery store items. The survey can be found in
Appendix C. The survey includes demographic questions such as age, gender, and
race. It questions the participants knowledge and habits on food waste and imperfect
produce. And finally, the survey questions the individuals on their cooking, diet, and
grocery shopping preferences.

5.3.

Eye Tracking Approach
The quality of eye tracking data is influenced by the eye tracker operating

the technology, the experimental setup and environment, the participant, and the
instructions provided to the participant (Nyström et al. 2013). Holmqvist et al. (2011)
refers to accuracy as one of the most important properties of data quality as it refers to
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the distance between the actual (reference) gaze location and the recorded position in
the eye tracker data (Holmqvist et al. 2011). Precision is the other important property of
eye tracking data that defines the ability to reliably reproduce a measurement given a
fixating eye (Nyström et al. 2013). The set up of the eye tracking data involves the initial
calibration to establish the physical orientation of the eye and gaze path to analyze the
participants decision making process accurately and precisely. We began by providing
instructions to the participant on the eye tracking data and then preformed an operatorcontrolled calibration. The benefits of operator-controlled calibration include the
researcher’s ability to detect potential sources of inaccuracies and predict and remedy
potential issues (Nyström et al. 2013). The participant’s calibration was either accepted
with the impression that the participant was accurately fixating on the target in our hand
or rejected and recalibrated. Table 5.3 shows a summary of these treatment groups
along with the product bought.

Table 5.3 : Experiment Summary and Preliminary Results
Treatments
Number of
participants
Useable
participants
Fancy bagged

Control
69

Treatment 1
56

Treatment 2
64

Treatment 3
48

48

46

52

41

8 (16.6%)

3 (6.5%)

9 (17.3%)

5 (12.2%)

Ugly bagged

25 (52.1%)

23 (50%)

32 (61.5%)

18 (43.9%)

Fancy loose

9 (18.8%)

15 (32.6%)

7 (13.5%)

15 (36.6%)

Ugly loose

6 (12.5%)

5 (10.9%)

4 (7.7%)

3 (7.3%)
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The TOBII pro analyzer software provides a video recording that maps the
fixation duration and fixation count displaying how long and how often an individual
looks at a certain area. Limitations surrounding the mapping software and our small
area of interest within the store led us to manually map the exact location of each
fixation when looking at the apple shelf. The fixations were manually mapped using
AOI’s (areas of interest) which were labelled as price, name, apples, and poster. For
example, the participants total duration of fixation on the name of bagged ugly apples in
treatment 1 was manually mapped on the AOI titled
“total_duration_fixation_name_asbn_bagged”. The data from each AOI calculating
these fixation durations were used as our independent variables in the model.

5.4

Data

5.4.1 Survey Data
The exit survey questions were paired up to their respective eye-tracking
recording through an ID number so identities were connected to their answers. The
survey questions are separated into 3 sections: demographics, knowledge and
preferences regarding food waste and imperfect produce, and food purchasing habits.
In our sample, 80% of participants were white and 46% said that either have worked in
agriculture or have a close family member or friend that has worked in agriculture. In the
study, 63% of participants identified as female. This is a somewhat larger proportion
compared to the University of Guelph’s female population of 58% (University of Guelph,
2018). This may skew our results as females are more sustainably minded in their
consumption and purchase behavior due to being more prosocial and altruistic (Dietz et
al. 2002). However, men may be more likely to purchase the discounted ugly apples as
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they are more likely than women to express interest in purchase offers and be more
focused on price in food purchase (Lassen et al. 2016). Furthermore, a study performed
by Katajajuuri et al. (2014) indicates that the amount of avoidable food waste was
considerably lower in those households where a man was mainly responsible for
grocery shopping in comparison with households where only a woman or both were
responsible. Thus, further research needs to investigate the role of gender regarding
suboptimal foods (Katajajuuri et al. 2014).
While 71% of our sample said they worry about food waste and try and avoid it
whenever they can, 23% said they are aware of the problems associated with food
waste, but it does not affect their behavior. Even though, 51% of our sample said they
had never heard of ugly fruits and vegetables, 78% said they would be willing to
purchase ugly fruits sold at a discount (64% of that 78% being women). This implies
consumer behavior could favor imperfect produce with correct pricing even if consumers
are not worried about reducing food waste. Figure 5.4.1 shows possible pricing
strategies along with consumer acceptance.
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Buy Imperfect Apples

23%

22%

won't buy
10% discount
30% discount

18%

50% discount or more

37%

Figure 5.4.1: The percentage of participants willing to purchase imperfect
produce at varying discount rates.
Our experiment placed the ugly apples at a 30% discount to their respective
perfect bagged and loose apples. At this discount rate, 55% of participants say they will
be willing to purchase imperfect apples. From Table 5.3, our study recorded 62% of
participants purchasing the ugly apples. This implies that marketing techniques and
additional information on food waste avoidance can alter consumer preferences and
behavior.
A high percentage (59%) of our sample claim to compost while 35% throw out
uneaten food and 6% either feed animals or donate to food banks. Of the 59% that
compost, 28% also answered that they throw out a moderate to large amount of food.
Furthermore, 57% of those who compost bought ugly apples while 72% of those who
throw out uneaten food bought ugly apples. This goes against previous literature stating
that those who have waste avoidance habits tend to be more likely to purchase
imperfect produce (Aschemann-Witzel et al. 2015). Current research also associates a
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higher tendency to choose suboptimal products for those who shop more often (De
Hooge et al., 2017). Our research was in line with this data but with little variation in the
percentage of ugly apples bought between those who shop once every two weeks (62%
bought ugly), once a week (59%), and a few times a week (68%).

Bagged vs Individual
140
120

# of participants

100
80
bought fancy

60

bought ugly

40
20
0
usually buy
bagged

actually bought
bagged

usually buy
individually

actually bought
individually

Figure 5.4.2: The number of participants who answered on the survey that they
normally buy apples in bags (or individually) vs the amount actually bought in bags (or
individually).

Figure 5.4.2 compares the number of people who responded in the survey that
they normally buy apples in bags or individually to the number of people who actually
purchased apples in bags or individually. Additionally, within each bar displays the
percentage of ugly apples bought and fancy apples bought. For example, the first
column “usually buy bagged” shows the number of participants who claim to normally
buy in bagged and what percentage of them ended up buying ugly (77%) or fancy
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(23%). Figure 5.4.2 shows that more people ended up buying bagged apples than
initially expected and the percentage of ugly apples bought increased from 77% to 79%.
More people claimed to buy apples individually than bought loose apples and the
percentage of fancy apples increased remarkably. Furthermore, of the 96 participants
that claim to usually buy apples individually, 43 bought bagged and of those 43, 33
bought ugly. This implies that those who normally buy loose apples and are willing to
buy imperfect produce were drawn to the bagged imperfect apples. Performing a test of
proportions, our sample found the proportion of people who usually buy individual
apples to be .54 compared to the .34 that actually bought loose apples. We calculated a
z-statistic of 5.78 which is greater than the critical value, 1.96 associated with a
significance level α = 0.05. Thus, we reject the null hypothesis with a confidence interval
of (.47, .61) and conclude that the loose apples bought is different from the predicted
.54. Figure 5.4.2 also shows that ugly apples are more likely to be bought in bags and
fancy apples are more likely to be bought individually. This is consistent with our
hypothesis that consumers choose specific products based on the products attributes,
thus consumers largely chose bagged ugly apples because it hides their negative
attributes and loose fancy because their positive attributes are more visible.

5.4.2 Descriptive Statistics of Eye Tracking Data
The average fixation duration on the loose apples was 1.93 seconds compared
to 2.91 seconds on bagged apples. There was little to no difference on the fixation time
spent looking at the apples between calling the apples “All Shapes by Nature” and
“Canada #2”. For both bagged and loose, the average fixation time was higher on price
(.86 seconds) than the name (.34 seconds). This plays into the assumption that
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consumers are more concerned and highly driven by price. Furthermore, the fixation
duration on price and name was higher for bagged apples compared to loose. This is
consistent with the fact that more apples were bought in bags than individually.
Two treatment groups included a food waste avoidance poster above the apple
display shelf. Of the 87 participants in these two samples, only 25 participants looked at
the poster. This demonstrates that the poster’s placement and/or design was not
effective in attracting attention. Furthermore, 7 of these 25 participants looked at the
poster for less than .250 seconds. Studies show that the normal reader can only
process 1 word per .250 seconds and even skim and speedreaders can only read up to
2.5 words per .250 seconds (Liversedge et al. 1998, Just & Carpenter, 1980). Of the
participants that viewed the poster, 44% bought ugly. This goes against previous
literature that communication of food waste avoidance can heighten acceptance of
imperfect produce (Aschemann-Witzel et al. 2018). Since so few people looked at the
poster, we decided to not create variables for each treatment group but instead use a
dummy variable for the name (1 if the apples on display were called “All Shapes by
Nature”) and a variable on total fixation duration on the poster.

5.5

Chapter Summary
This chapter summarized the thought process behind the design of the

experiment. The stated preference data through the exit survey is described and
analyzed and revealed preference data is explained through the use of the Longo’s
Food Lab and TOBII Pro II eye tracking glasses.
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6

Empirical Framework

6.1

Introduction
This chapter focuses on the empirical framework of our models. For our thesis

we used both a binary logit model and a multinomial logit model. Using Greene (2012),
we outline the general characteristics of the model and layout the specific variables
within our model. Finally, we provide our expected results through various hypotheses.

6.2

Binary Logit Model
Building off our conceptual framework and following the random utility model we

describe the general setup for a binary logistic regression. The participants either
choose to buy ugly (Y = 1) or buy fancy (Y = 0). A set of factors, such as demographics,
are gathered in a vector x to explain the decision. This follows from Greene (2012) as:
Prob(Y = 1 | x) = F(x, β)
Prob(Y = 0 | x) = 1 − F(x, β)

(5.2.1)

β , is the set of parameters which reflects the impact of changes in x on the
probability. The model in vector notation is as follows:
Prob(Y = 1 | x) =

𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽
1 + 𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

1 - Prob(Y = 1 | x) =

1
1 + 𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

(5.2.2)

The log likelihood function for the 𝑖th participant is as follows:
L = ∏𝑦𝑖 =1

𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽
1+𝑒

𝑥𝑖 𝛽 ∏𝑦𝑖 =0

𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽
1 + 𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

(5.2.3)

Finally, we solve the optimization problem by a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE).
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logit = log

𝑒𝑥𝑖 𝛽
1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑖 𝛽
1
1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑖 𝛽

= β𝑥𝑖

(5.2.3)

Expanding the model, we show our specific model structure for a likelihood of
purchasing ugly apples:
Logit Prob(Y = 1 | x) = 𝛽0 + βh 𝑥𝑖ℎ + 𝜀𝑖

(5.2.4)

𝛽0 is the intercept of the regression line with the y-axis. βh is a vector of
parameters to the vector , 𝑥𝑖ℎ , of individual characteristics, habits, and preferences
described in variables from the eye tracking and survey data. 𝜀𝑖 is the error term which
incorporates all the unobserved components.

6.3

Multinomial Logit Model
Since our data has a categorical dependent variable, a multinomial logistic

regression is a more suitable model. Furthermore, the two models combined serve as a
robustness check as the multinomial logit collapses into a standard binary logit when
only two choice options are available. The simplest approach is to nominate one of the
response categories as a baseline to calculate the log-odds for the other alternatives
relative to the baseline. Our first multinomial regressions collapse into a regular logit as
it uses fancy apples as the baseline for ugly apples. Our second multinomial model
uses fancy apples as the baseline with alternatives ugly bagged and ugly loose apples.
Our multinomial models can be explained using Greene (2012).
𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

Prob(𝑌𝑖 = j) = ∑4
𝑗

Where:
•

𝑌𝑖 is the choice of the participant
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𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

(5.3.1)

•

j is the category of choice

•

𝑥𝑖 is a vector of the participants characteristics and preferences

•

β is a coefficient vector for 𝑥𝑖
The log-likelihood can be derived by defining 𝑘𝑖𝑗 = 1 if alternative j is chosen by

individual 𝑖 and 0 if not. Thus, for each individual, only one of the 𝑘𝑖𝑗 ’s equals 1 and the
equation can be shown as:
𝑗

log L = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=0 𝑘𝑖𝑗 log 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑌𝑖 = 𝑗)
𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

where: Prob(𝑌𝑖 = j) = ∑4
𝑗

𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

(5.3.2)
(5.3.3)

The log-likelihood equation, (5.3.2), evaluates the sum of one categories
coefficient and independent variable vector minus the logged sum of all independent
variables and corresponding β values across all individuals and alternatives. Equation
(5.3.3) states that the probability of individual, 𝑖, choosing alternative, j, is the
characteristics and preferences for a specific category divided by the sum of the
characteristics across all categories. These equations expand the binary logit model by
having the function be a combination of the effect of the characteristics on the choice
category and the alternative choices.

6.4

Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the empirical framework behind the models used to

gather our results in the following section. Then, we explain our expected results
through three hypotheses which are the basis for our research.
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7

Results and Discussion

7.1

Introduction
The following chapter presents the results from the logit regressions performed.

The model analyzes the effect of marketing technique changes on the participants
product choices. The marketing techniques include selling apples in bags vs
individually, name changes, and a food waste avoidance poster.

7.2

Binary Logit Regression Results
Table 1 provides the estimates of the probability that a participant will buy ugly

apples given variables from eye tracking and discrete choice data. Regression 1
evaluates the effect of naming ugly apples “All Shapes by Nature”, apples bought in
bags, and the fixation durations on the probability of buying imperfect apples. For our
goodness of fit we did a Hosmer-Lemeshow Test. Our first regression in Table 1 has a
Chi-squared value of 8.93 and a p-value of .348 indicating no evidence of poor fit. The
second regression adds to the first regression by including the survey variables
described above. The second regression found a Chi-squared value of 7.86 and a pvalue of .447 showing the model seems to fit well.
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For both regressions, there is a positive correlation at the 1% significance level
between buying apples in bags and buying imperfect apples. The coefficient on the
fixation duration of the name label for “All Shapes by Nature” (asbn) bagged apples was
positive for both regressions but only significant at the 10% level when the variables
from the survey were added. The fixation duration on the asbn name for loose apples
was also positive and significant at the 5% level. The duration fixation on the name for
both the loose and bagged apples named “Canada #2” (can2) is not significant in either
regression but the price is positive and significant at the 5% level. This shows that when
the name for ugly apples is “Canada #2”, the price, not the name, is what increases the
probability of buying ugly apples. This shows that the name “All Shapes by Nature” have
a positive effect on the probability of buying ugly apples. The only significant coefficient
for the survey variables was a positive correlation for those who answered that they are
aware of the problems associated with food waste and try to avoid it when possible.
To further expand our model, we performed a 4-part binary logit regression
shown in Table 2. Regression 1 used a dependent dummy variable (1 if they bought
fancy bagged apples and 0 for ugly bagged, fancy loose, and ugly loose), regression 2
had ugly bagged as the dummy variable, the third regression reported the effects on
loose fancy apples, and the fourth regression showed the effects on the probability of
buying ugly loose apples. To confirm our goodness of fit we performed a HosmerLemeshow Test for each regression. All four regressions reported a chi-squared value
between 5 and 8 and a p-value between .323 and .68 indicating no evidence of poor fit.
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Table 2 highlights the likelihood of choice for the 4 apples choices available to
the participants in our study. Regression 1 shows that participants fixation duration on
the name “Canada Fancy” has a positive and significant (5% level) effect on the
likelihood of buying fancy bagged apples. This coincides with intuition that the name
“Canada Fancy” has a positive connotation. Regression 1 shows the fixation duration on
the name “asbn” and not “Canada 2” for bagged apples has a negative and significant
(10%) effect on the purchasing of fancy bagged. Furthermore, the same results occur
for fancy loose apples in regression 3. Participants’ fixation on the name “asbn” for
loose apples shows a negative and significant (10%) effect on purchase of fancy loose
apples while the fixation on the name “Canada #2” is positive and not significant.
Coinciding with our hypothesis, the name “All Shapes by Nature” for bagged and loose
apples decreases the probability of purchasing fancy apples for their respective selling
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form (bagged and loose). In addition, regression 3 highlights the same results found in
Table 1 revealing that when the name “Canada #2” is displayed, the price for ugly loose
apples, not the name, is what deters participants from buying fancy loose apples.
Regression 1 is also consistent with current literature in showing that those who claim to
be aware of the problems associated with food waste and try to avoid it have a negative
and significant (10%) effect on the purchase of fancy bagged apples (AschemannWitzel et al. 2018). Those who identify as female have a positive and a significant (10%)
effect on purchasing fancy bagged and a negative and significant (10%) on the
likelihood of purchasing ugly bagged. This validates current literature’s thought
suggesting a need for further research on the effect of gender and imperfect produce as
results have been contradictory (Katajajuuri et al. 2014).
Regressions 2 and 3 demonstrate that the price of our ugly bagged apples were
reasonable as both fixations on price for asbn and can2 had a positive and significant
(5% and 1% respectively) effect on the purchasing of ugly bagged apples and a
negative and significant effect on fancy loose apples (1% and 5% respectively). This
supports current imperfect produce pricing of a 30% discount and our survey descriptive
results which state that 55% of participants are willing to buy imperfect apples at a
discount of 30%. Regression 2 confirms our hypothesis that fixation duration on the
name asbn for bagged apples increases the likelihood for buying bagged ugly apples.
Furthermore, for ugly loose apples, both fixations on the name asbn and can2 were
significant (5% and 10% respectively); however, asbn had a greater positive coefficient
of 3.437 compared to can2’s 1.937. In addition, regression 4 shows a similar coefficient
value on the fixation duration on price of can2 loose (1.758) compared to the name
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(1.937) yet the price is highly associated with the participants likelihood of buying ugly
loose as the 1% level. This further supports the results found in regression 3, that for
loose apples when can2 is displayed, the fixation on price is highly correlated with the
decision to buy ugly loose or fancy loose. An odd result found in Table 2 was the
negative correlation between being a farmer or having a family member in farming and
buying ugly bagged. Intuition would tell us that those within the farming circle would
know that imperfect produce is perfectly safe to eat and understand the struggle farmers
face to produce cosmetically perfect produce, but this area requires additional research.
Lastly, there were some odd results that were not against intuition or our hypothesis but
highlighted the model’s design challenges. For example, fixation on the name can2 for
loose apples had a negative and significant effect on purchasing ugly bagged apples
while the name can2 for bagged apples had a negative and significant on purchasing
ugly loose apples. In both these cases the name was the same (Canada #2). This
reveals that those who fixed on the name can2 for bagged apples and chose ugly loose
still chose the apples labeled Canada #2. These odd comparisons found in the logistic
regression are fixed in the design of the multinomial logistical regression.
Overall, our results are consistent with our hypotheses that the likelihood of
purchase will be greater for less visible imperfections (i.e. buying apples in bags) and
that the positive name of “All Shapes by Nature” will have a positive effect on the
purchasing of ugly apples. Our results with the poster are inconclusive as our results
were not statistically significant and the number of participants who noticed the poster
was very small.
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7.3

Multinomial Logistic Regression Results
We performed multinomial logistic regressions as an additional evaluation of our

research and as a form of robustness check. For Table 3, the base level chosen was
fancy apples to focus on ugly apples bought and reiterate the results found in Table 1.
This constrains all the coefficients of functional bars to zero and the remaining choice
coefficients are interpreted as deviations from this baseline.The goodness of fit tests we
implemented were a McFadden Test and a Montecarlo test. In Table 3, regression 1
and 2 showed a McFadden result of .312 and .389 respectively. This shows that our
model is a good fit as the results should be between .2 and .4. The Montecarlo test
found a p-value of .939 for both regressions indicating the model as a good fit.
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The results found in Table 3 are similar to Table 1 in regard to which variables
are significant and their sign ( + / - ) on the coefficient. There was some differences in
level of significance in variables such as fixation duration on the name asbn for bagged
apples which raised to a 5% level in the multinomial. Some coefficients varied a little in
magnitude compared to Table 1. For example, fixation duration on the name asbn for
loose apples was 1.648 and 2.196 for regression 1 and 2 respectively but increased to
2.830 and 4.085 in our multinomial logit.
We performed another multinomial regression to focus on participants visual
attention on ugly loose and ugly bagged apples with fancy apples as the base. Our
McFadden Test using R squared and got a result of .283 indicating a good fit. For our
second goodness of fit test, we found a p-value of .90 in the Montecarlo test. The
significant results in Table 4 are also found in the logistical version found in Table 2.
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7.4

Marginal Effects Results from Multinomial Logit
Table 3.1 show the marginal effects at the means from Table 3 for regressions 1

and 2. Table 4.1 presents the marginal effects at the means from Table 4. The marginal
effects are calculated by taking the partial derivative of the multinomial logit with respect
to the attribute. The marginal effects in both tables are interpreted as a one-unit
increase from the mean value holding all other variables at their mean value. The
marginal effects for discrete variables show the predicted change on the probability of
with a variable change from 0 to 1 holding all other variables equal. For continuous
independent variables, the marginal effects measure the instantaneous rate of change.
The analysis and policy implications will mainly be drawn from the marginal effects
results found in Table 3.1 and 4.1.

Table 3.1 – Marginal Effects of Table 3 - Regression 1
dy/dx

std error

p>|z|

- .031
- .012

.084
.084

.717
.878

.403
.439

.049
.061

0.000***
0.000***

- .012
.011

.033
.038

.706
.778

.081
.126

.063
.068

.199
.064*

.060
.050

.051
.0488

.24
.304

- .108

.084

.202

asbn
regression 1
regression 2
bought_bagged
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_totalposter
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_n_b_asbn
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_p_b_asbn
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_n_b_can2
regression 1
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regression 2
td_fix_p_b_can2
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_n_b_f
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_p_b_f
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_n_l_f
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_p_l_f
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_n_l_asbn
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_p_l_asbn
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_n_l_can2
regression 1
regression 2
td_fix_p_l_can2
regression 1
regression 2
f14_half
regression 2
f14_all
regression 2
fll_moderate
regression 2
fll_nothing
regression 2
f9_dontknow
regression 2
f9_avoidwaste
regression 2
f17_indiv
regression 2
f17_bagged
regression 2
f18_no
regression 2

- .095

.083

.255

.140
.120

.061
.0598

.021**
.044**

- .023
- .051

.081
.077

.778
.51

-.014
- .025

.039
.0396

.722
.534

- .00052
.006

.049
.045

.991
.891

-.084
-.092

.048
.047

.076*
.053*

.416
.534

.167
.213

.013**
.012**

- .016
- .053

.040
.047

.697
.255

.005
- 0.022

.089
.111

.96
.844

.119
.132

.049
.056

.015**
.022**

.0008

.124

.995

.009

.119

.938

- .042

.071

.557

- .033

.0839

.696

- .159

.166

.34

.132

.069

.054*

- .0895

.162

.583

- .141

.177

.426

.072

.061

.232
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f21_yes
regression 2
f28_female
regression 2
f33_yes
regression 2
f30_black
regression 2
f30_seasian
regression 2
f30_sasian
regression 2
f30_arab
regression 2

- .034

.0745

.652

- .088

.068

.194

- .089

.061

.144

.324

.221

.143

.209

.131

.11

- .0995

.133

.455

- 2.21

214.03

.992

The marginal effects in both regression 1 and 2 produce a positive correlation at
the 1% significance level between buying apples in bags and buying imperfect apples.
This supports our hypothesis that ugly apples are more likely to be purchased in bags
which hid their negative attributes. Similar to the results found in the logit displayed in
Table 1, the coefficient on the fixation duration of the name label for “All Shapes by
Nature” (asbn) bagged apples was positive for both regressions but only significant at
the 10% level when the variables from the survey were added. For loose apples, the
fixation duration on the asbn name was positive and significant at the 5% level. This
shows that an individual is more likely to buy ugly apples the longer they fixate on the
name label “All Shapes by Nature”. The duration fixation on the name for both the loose
and bagged apples named “Canada #2” (can2) is not significant in either regression but
the price is positive and significant at the 5% level. This shows that when the name for
ugly apples is “Canada #2”, the price, not the name, is what increases the probability of
buying ugly apples. The only significant coefficient for the survey variables was a
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positive correlation for those who answered that they are aware of the problems
associated with food waste and try to avoid it when possible.
Table 7.4 presents the predicted probabilities found from our MNL to aid in
interpreting the marginal effects.
Table 7.4 : Predicted Probabilities
fancy

ugly loose

ugly bagged

38.1%

9.7%

52.2%

Table 7.4 shows that the probability of buying ugly apples is higher than fancy
apples. In particular, bagged ugly apples contribute to ugly apples having a higher
probability of purchase. There was around 10 apples within each bag in comparison to
the average of 2-3 apples bought when purchased in the loose form (fancy or ugly).
Simply by offering bagged ugly apples, the demand for ugly apples may increase as the
average person changes from buying 2-3 apples to 10. This increased demand for ugly
apples impacts the demand for perfect table apples. Though Table 7.4 shows a high
probability for choosing ugly, this may have been skewed by the level of suboptimality of
our ugly apples. Consumer’s motivation to buy suboptimal foods is significantly
influenced by the type of suboptimality and our ugly apples were moderately to lightly
misshapen, bruised, or imperfect (Rohm et al. 2017). Even though some consumers will
switch to buying discounted imperfect apples, the extent of harm imposed on the market
for perfect apples needs future research as the decrease in demand caused by ugly
apples may not be advantages to supply chain actors.
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Table 4.1 – Marginal Effects of Table 4
dy/dx

std error

p>|z|

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .0082
- .0047
.013

.094
.091
.054

.931
.958
.810

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

.211
- .245
.036

.106
.123
.024

.046**
.044**
.131

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .110
.172
- .061

.088
.079
.066

.210
.029**
.356

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .103
.120
- .017

.064
.055
.047

.111
.029**
.715

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

.016
.098
- .114

.116
.124
.080

.888
.430
.152

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .285
.280
.005

.071
.069
.033

.000***
.000***
.889

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .023
.007
.016

.101
.100
.056

.820
.948
.770

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .020
.050
- .030

.046
.047
.032

.668
.291
.344

fancy
ugly bagged

.179
- .231

.085
.096

.036**
.016**

asbn

td_fix_totalposter

td_fix_n_b_asbn

td_fix_p_b_asbn

td_fix_n_b_can2

td_fix_p_b_can2

td_fix_n_b_f

td_fix_p_b_f

td_fix_n_l_f
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ugly loose

.052

.027

.056**

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

.172
- .142
- .031

.048
.045
.031

.000***
.002***
.315

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .359
.119
.240

.232
.213
.091

.122
.577
.008***

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

.038
- .026
- .012

.049
.045
.0295

.440
.573
.672

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

.221
- .281
.060

.151
.168
.042

.142
.094*
.156

fancy
ugly bagged
ugly loose

- .048
- .020
.067

.084
.083
.025

.568
.814
.007***

td_fix_p_l_f

td_fix_n_l_asbn

td_fix_p_l_asbn

td_fix_n_l_can2

td_fix_p_l_can2

As we expected, fixation on the name “All Shapes by Nature” for ugly loose
apples has a positive and significant (1% level) effect on the likelihood of purchasing
ugly loose apples. The effect on ugly loose apples is an increase of 24 percentage
points. With a base probability of 9.7%, an additional second increases the likelihood of
purchasing to about 34% for a participant with a mean value for all other explanatory
variables. For bagged ugly apples as well, fixation duration on the name “All Shapes by
Nature” for ugly bagged apples is positively correlated with their likelihood of purchase
at the 5% level. The base probability for bagged ugly apples was 52.2%. Thus, fixation
duration on the name asbn increases the probability of choosing bagged ugly apples to
about 70%. Furthermore, the duration fixation on the name can2 for loose apples is not
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significantly correlated with the purchase of ugly loose apples, but the price is positive
and significant at the 1% level. This is also the case for purchasing bagged ugly apples.
Fixation duration on the name of bagged can2 apples is not significant but the price is
significant and positive at the 1% level. This shows that the amount of time spent on
observing the name label can2 does not affect choice. Coinciding with the results found
in the logit regressions, this demonstrates that when the name for ugly apples is
“Canada #2”, the price, not the name, is what increases the probability of buying ugly
apples for their respective loose or bagged form. As the prices were held constant with
the name change from “Canada 2” to “All Shapes by Nature”, the name “All Shapes by
Nature” adds to the prices positive effect on purchasing imperfect produce. Selling
imperfect apples at a 30% discount proved to be appropriate as fixation on the price of
ugly bagged apples (for both can2 and asbn) was significant at the 1% and 5% level
respectively with a magnitude of 28 percentage points for can2 and 12 percentage
points for asbn. The only odd result conflicting with current literature is the posters
negative effect on purchasing ugly bagged apples which was addressed with Table 2’s
analysis and our descriptive statistics section of our results.

7.5

Chapter Summary
This chapter discusses the results found in our binary logit regressions,

multinomial logistical regressions, and marginal effects. Besides the poster, the results
supported our hypotheses with strong significance and magnitude.
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8

Conclusion

8.1

Introduction
This chapter applies and scrutinizes the results found in our experiment.

Addressing future policy implications, we also discuss various limitations within our
study and areas for continued research.

8.2

Policy Implications
This study serves to present insights on the issue of consumer perception of

imperfect “ugly” apples by using a combination of stated and revealed preference data.
Though the informative poster produced results inconsistent with previous literature, our
research findings provide evidence of marketing techniques that increase the likelihood
of purchasing imperfect apples in efforts to reduce food waste. Positioning ugly apples
in bags can positively affect consumer behavior and acceptance of ugly fruit by making
their negative attributes less visible and obvious. Nudge marketing strategies, such as
using words and labels that emphasize their normality and safety, can positively
influence the consumer’s decision towards imperfect produce. Understanding that
imperfect produce occurs naturally, is perfectly edible, and is sold at a discount price is
all imperative to changing attitudes and behaviors (Yuan et al, 2019). A policy approach
that could reduce these consumer safety concerns would be a standardized label or
seal from the industry or government that approves these imperfect fruits as perfectly
safe and nutritious.
Waste minimization that involves new infrastructure or technology can be costly;
however, policy measures can provide a low-cost option (Eriksson et al. 2017).
Implementing rejection checks on take-back agreements (TBAs) to lower the
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supermarkets leverage on the rest of the supply chain could be an important measure to
increase sustainability and reduce waste at a low cost (Eriksson et al. 2017).
Furthermore, lowering cosmetic standards can benefit all segments of the produce
industry (Bunn et al. 1990). The emphasis on cosmetic appearance results in larger
crop losses and increased pesticide use and cost, increased energy and environmental
pollution problems, and increased food costs for the consumer (Pimentel et al. 1993).
These cosmetic appearance requirements are hard for small/medium players to meet
as fruits and vegetables use an estimate of 10 to 20% of additional insecticide
(Berdegué et al. 2005, Pimentel et al. 1993).
Lastly, educational programs focusing on food safety, reduction in pesticides,
nutritional equity, and the environmental and societal benefits of food waste reduction
through imperfect produce could change consumer perceptions and purchasing
intentions regarding ugly produce. Imperfect produce initiatives can be successful in
drawing attention to these current and prominent issues; however, changing attitudes,
behaviors, and habits in a supermarket setting can create a full supply chain
acceptance of these previously discarded and wasted food products.
These examples highlight that the acceptance of imperfect produce can be
tackled at a micro-level through consumer perceptions and a macro-level through policy
implementation and supply chain management interventions.

8.3

Limitations and Future Research
There are some areas of limitation that require addressing upon reflection of our

experiment. One limitation of the study was the sample size. Our study was cut short
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due to the Coronavirus pandemic, so our last treatment group was smaller than the rest.
Though our sample was still large enough to run a model with significant results, the
quality and validity of our experiment could be enhanced with an increased sample size.
Furthermore, expanding our participants beyond millennials would have depicted a
more comprehensive account and avoid any potential age bias. Guelph is also a majorly
white community so further research could be performed in other geographical regions
to overcome the limitation of being unable to generalize our results to other populations.
Limitations were also found with the use of the mock grocery store. Participants
are not having to spend real money and buy the products, so they are susceptible to a
hypothetical bias. Since participants know we will be taking inventory on the items they
choose, they may adjust their purchasing habits in efforts to avoid judgement or
embarrassment. Furthermore, the knowledge that we are tracking their eye movements
may affect how and where they look.
Another limitation worth noting is the extent of the “ugliness” of our imperfect
apples. The type of suboptimality plays a distinct role in the choice process of the
consumer and significantly influences consumer motivation to buy and consume
suboptimal foods (Rohm et al. 2017) Our apples level of suboptimality was seemingly
low as they were not badly misshapen, bruised or imperfect. Research with varying
changes in the extent of suboptimality would add to the research.
An area for further research that could add to our study would involve a treatment
group displaying only perfect apples. This would provide a better understanding of the
demand for perfect apples when imperfect apples are available for purchase. Another
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treatment group with only loose ugly apples being sold would describe the change in
demand for ugly with the introduction of ugly bagged apples.
Lastly, studies for future research could include a comparison on cost to validate
that the profit received from selling imperfect produce outweighs the cost to the vendors
for discarding imperfect produce at the indicated prices. In addition, research with
varying prices could further this cost comparison with a willingness to pay estimate. This
additional research could determine a more complete comprehension of the imperfect
produce markets impact on both profitability and effectiveness of food waste reduction.

8.4

Conclusion Summary
Food waste in Canada is a contemporary and substantial economic,

environmental, and social issue. Imperfect produce is an understudied and
underdeveloped contributor to food waste. Strict cosmetic standards force decisions
across the entire supply chain without a clear understanding of consumer’s preferences
and attitudes towards imperfect produce.
The purpose of this thesis is to measure consumers’ acceptance towards
imperfect produce in response to various marketing techniques. This is in efforts to
show that the effectiveness and profitability of the potential market for imperfect apples
can be increased through a fuller comprehension of consumer preferences. The main
contribution of this thesis lies in the methods used. The mock grocery store, Longo’s
Food Lab, paired with the Tobii eye tracking technology allows us to capture real life
purchasing preferences instead of intentions. We found that participants who noticed
the name labels were persuaded more by the positively connotated “All Shapes by
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Nature” to buy imperfect apples. The effect of the name, “All Shapes by Nature”, on the
probability of purchasing ugly loose and bagged apples is an increase of 24 and 17
percentage points respectively. Furthermore, we found that if imperfect apples were
chosen, they were much more likely to be purchased in bag form. Of the 116
participants who bought ugly apples, 84% bought them in bagged form. This suggests
that millennials’ consumer purchasing decisions are influenced by our marketing
techniques implemented. Though there were limitations to our study and further
research is necessary, this research will be relevant and notable as the market for
imperfect produce gains more attention.
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10 Appendix A
10.1 Consent Form

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Sustainability in the Grocery Store
You are asked to participate in a research project at the University of Guelph. This project is funded by
Longo’s Brothers Grant.
The purpose of this form is to provide you with the information needed to make an informed decision
about participating in this research.

The Researchers
Principal Investigator: Michael von Massow, Department of Food, Agricultural and Resource
Economics, University of Guelph, mvonmass@uoguelph.ca
Other Investigator: Andrew Baynham, Department of Food, Agricultural and Resource
Economics, abaynham@uoguelph.ca
Other Investigator: Jenna Holtz, Department of Food, Agricultural and Resource Economics,
jholtz@uoguelph.ca

If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact the principal
investigator.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this project is to identify how consumers interact with visual information when making
purchasing decisions.

PROCEDURES
If you agree to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
1. You will be asked to calibrate the eye tracking technology by completing a simple task on a
computer.
2. You will be asked to complete a shopping task while wearing the eye tracking glasses.
3. After the experiment, you will be asked to complete a short survey and then be debriefed.
If at any point through the survey you do not feel comfortable answering a question or would rather not
answer the question, please leave that response area blank.
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Completing the experimental procedure should take 30 minutes, however there are no time restrictions
and you make take as long as you like to make your choices in the experiment.

RISKS AND BENEFITS
There are no risks to you when participating in this project. The eye tracking equipment collects only
video data regarding what you are looking at – it collects no images of your face. Eye tracking equipment
is sanitized between participants using a microfiber cloth and a mild cleaning solution.
If you would like to have a summary of the results, you can leave your contact information (either a
mailing address or an email) and we can send you a brief report at a later date.
By participating in this survey, you are contributing to research that will be used to improve the
understanding of consumer decision making. There will be a $30.00 incentive provided at the conclusion
of the experiment. There are no additional direct benefits to the participants. There is no possibility of
commercialization of research findings on behalf of the researchers.

PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL:
You can choose whether to be in this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study, you may withdraw
at any time without consequences of any kind. The survey data will be linked with the eye tracking data
using an anonymized identifier, that is not linked to your personal information. Due to the lack of
individual identifiers in the data, upon completion of the experiment and your departure from the lab there
is no way to remove your responses from the data set. You may also refuse to answer any questions you
do not want to answer and still remain in the study. The investigator may withdraw you from this research
if circumstances arise that warrant doing so. The anticipated use of the data is to compare and contrast
trends among participants shopping behavior to determine what influences a person’s choice. This will be
done using data analytics software.

RIGHTS OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
This project has been reviewed by the Research Ethics Board for compliance with federal guidelines for
research involving human participants. You do not waive any legal rights by agreeing to take part in this
study. If you have any questions regarding your rights and welfare as a research participant in this study
(REB #19-11-007) please contact: Manager, Research Ethics, University of Guelph, reb@uoguelph.ca,
519-824-4120 ext. 56606.

CONFIDENTIALITY
No individual identifiers will be attached to the survey data or the video from the eye trackers (We will
not be able to single out a particular participants data). This written consent form will be stored separately
from the other data. Your responses on the survey will be anonymized. Trained student enumerators
conducting the survey will have access to the data until the documents are delivered to the primary
investigator, which will occur directly after the survey session has concluded. Please note that
confidentiality cannot be guaranteed while data are in transit. After the survey has concluded, the raw data
collected will only be available to the researchers associated with the University of Guelph: the primary
investigator (Michael von Massow) and the other investigators (Andrew Baynham and Jenna Holtz).
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Exclusion Criteria
•

Glasses - will only be used as an exclusion criterion if the glasses the participant has do
not fit under the eye tracking glasses.

•

Relationship with researchers - no participants with a professional or personal
relationship with the researchers will be allowed to participate in the research.

•

Fluent in English

Inclusion Criteria
•

18 Years or older

•

At the University of Guelph

SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANT
I have read the information provided for the study “Sustainability in the Grocery Store” as described
herein. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I
have been given a copy of this form.
________________________________________
Name of Participant (please print)
________________________________________ _________________
Signature of Participant
Date

If you would like to receive a copy of the results, please provide us with your mailing address or an email
address:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
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10.2 Grocery List

Grocery List
• Apples
• Cereal
• Honey
• Jam
• Eggs
• Olive Oil
• Pasta
• Pasta Sauce
• Chips
• Crackers
• Water
• Pop
• Granola Bars
• Soup or Canned Vegetable
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10.3 Instructions

Instructions

After signing the consent form, the participant came over to our desk with the eye
tracking gear and grocery list. We then instructed them that they will be wearing eye
tracking glasses that will track where they look. We asked how it felt on their faces and
then instructed them to look through the center of the glasses. We then showed them
the grocery list saying the following things: We told them that the list is more of a
guideline that will get them to go around the entire store. We told them to stick to their
normal shopping habits so if there was something on the list that they normally do not
get, we told them not to get it. Furthermore, if there was anything that is not on the list
that they normally purchase, we told them to go ahead and buy it. We also told them to
stick to their normal budget and to go buying a ton of expensive items because they are
not actually having to pay for the items. We then allowed them to take a cart and ask us
if they have any questions.
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11 Appendix B
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12 Appendix C

Ugly Apples
Q26 Survey ID:
________________________________________________________________

Q6 Where do you generally buy food? Choose one that best describes your shoppping habits?
• supermarket (1)
• small market (butcheries, dairies, bakeries...) (2)
• farmers market/directly from farmer (3)

Q14 How responsible are you for food shopping in your house?
• I have responsibility for all or most of it (1)
• I have responsibility for about half of it (2)
• I am not really responsible for it (3)

Q7 How often do you shop for food?
• every day (1)
• few times a week (2)
• once a week (3)
• every 2 weeks (4)

Q8 Do you feel attracted to the special offers when you buy food?
• yes (1)
• no (2)
• sometimes (3)
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Q12 In a normal week, how often does your household do the following?
Never (1)

Sometimes (2)

About half the
time (3)

Most of the
time (4)

Always (5)

Cook from raw
fresh
ingredients (1)

•

•

•

•

•

Eat a meal left
over from a
previous day
(2)

•

•

•

•

•

Eat out or eat
takeaway (3)

•

•

•

•

•

Eat storepurchased
readymade
meals eg.
frozen dinners
(4)

•

•

•

•

•

Q9 Which of the following represents you best?
• I worry about food waste and try to avoid it whenever I can (1)
• I am aware about the problems associated with food waste but it doesn't really affect my
behavior (2)
• I don't know much about food waste (3)
• I do not consider food waste as a crucial problem (4)

Q1 Which of these foods do you think is wasted the most?
• Meat (1)
• Fruits and Vegetables (2)
• Grains (3)
Q2 If you waste food, what types do you waste?
• Meat (1)
• Fruits and Vegetables (2)
• Grains (3)
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Q3 What do you usually do with uneaten food?
• Compost (1)
• Food sharing or donate to food charity (2)
• Throw it away in garbage bin (3)
• Feed it to animals (4)

Q11 In general, how much food does your household usually throw away?
• A lot (1)
• A moderate amount (2)
• A little (3)
• Almost nothing (4)

Q15 In general, which of the following is the most accurate reason for your food waste?
• I buy too much food (1)
• I do not check what I have in my fridge before I buy (2)
• I do not have time to prepare the food and it goes bad (3)
• I buy food that has some special offer (close to 'used by' date) and end up having to
throw it out (4)
• I prepare/cook too much food and it goes uneaten (5)

Q13 I would waste less food if....
• I was better informed about the negative impacts of food waste (1)
• packaging of my food was more suitable (2)
• there were more alternatives for excess food (food bank) (3)
• food label instructions were more clear (best before dates, storage and handling) (4)
• I would not waste less (5)
• I am already doing everything I can to prevent food waste (6)

Q17 How do you normally purchase apples for home consumption?
• Individually (1)
• Bagged (2)
• I don't buy apples (3)

Q18 Prior to your participation in this study have you ever heard of ugly fruits and vegetables?
• Yes (1)
• No (2)
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Q19 Briefly describe your understanding of what differentiates ugly fruits and vegetables from
traditional fruits and vegetables:
________________________________________________________________

Q20 Indicate all statements that are true about ugly fruits and vegetables
• Due to various aesthetically detracting features ugly fruits and vegetables are
considered a lower grade of produce by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (1)
• Ugly fruits and vegetables are less nutritious than traditional fruits and vegetables (2)
• Ugly fruits and vegetables have a dramatically less appealing flavour profile than
traditional fruits and vegetables (3)
• Ugly fruits and vegetables are grown alongside traditional fruits and vegetables in the
same fields or on the same trees (4)
• In the past, ugly fruits and vegetables were culled out of the harvest often times not
making it to market and was instead wasted (5)
• Ugly fruits and vegetables have a shorter shelf life than traditional fruits and vegetables
(6)
Q21 Are you willing to purchase ugly fruits or vegetables at a discounted price?
• Yes (1)
• No (2)

Q22 What level of discount would be required to change your purchase from traditional fruits
and vegetables to ugly fruits and vegetables
• 10% (1)
• 30% (2)
• 50% (3)
• more than 50% (4)
Q23 How would your likelihood of purchasing ugly frutis or vegetables change if they were
displayed bulk to show their ugliness vs being hidden inside a package like a bag or plastic clam
shell package?
• More likely (1)
• Less likely (2)
• No change (3)
Q24 When buying ugly fruits or vegetables in a package would you prefer to purchase:
• a relatively small amount to minimize your cost per kilogram (1)
• a relatively small quantity to protect against spoilage (2)
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Q25 In your opinion for people who regularly purchase ugly fruits and vegetables they do so
because:
• they want to save money (1)
• they want to do their part in reducing food waste (2)
• both A and B (3)
• neither A and B (4)
Q32 How important is each factor listed below when you are purchasing food items at the
grocery store? Distribute the 100 points giving the issues that are more important to you a
greater number of points. (Must total 100 points)
Brand : _______ (1)
Price : _______ (2)
Taste : _______ (3)
Organic : _______ (4)
Commitment to animal welfare in the production process : _______ (5)
Commitment to fair trade of agricultural producers (e.g., fair-trade coffee) : _______ (6)
Commitment to improving environmental sustainability in the production process (e.g., wetland
ecosystem preservation) : _______ (7)
Health options (e.g., Low sodium. Low fat) : _______ (8)
Non-GMO : _______ (9)
Local food : _______ (10)
Total : ________

Q33 How important is each factor listed below when you are purchasing food items at the
grocery store? Distribute the 100 points giving the issues that are more important to you a
greater number of points. (Must total 100 points)
Brand : _______ (1)
Price : _______ (2)
Taste : _______ (3)
Organic : _______ (4)
Commitment to animal welfare in the production process : _______ (5)
Commitment to fair trade of agricultural producers (e.g., fair-trade coffee) : _______ (6)
Commitment to improving the carbon footprint in the production process (e.g., Lowering the
equivalent CO2 emissions from producing the product) : _______ (7)
Health options (e.g., Low sodium. Low fat) : _______ (8)
Non-GMO : _______ (9)
Local food : _______ (10)
Total : ________
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Q34 If available how likely would you be to use a carbon footprint label when making a decision
to purchase an item at the grocery store?
• Extremely likely (1)
• Moderately likely (2)
• Slightly likely (3)
• Neither likely nor unlikely (4)
• Slightly unlikely (5)
• Moderately unlikely (6)
• Extremely unlikely (7)

Q28 I identify my gender as (fill in the blank):
________________________________________________________________

Q29 Age Group:
• 18-30 (1)
• Over 30 (2)

Q30 Race/Ethnicity
• Black/African?Carribean (1)
• White/European (2)
• South East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Filipino,
etc.) (3)
• South Asian (East Indian, Sri Lankan, etc.) (4)
• Indigenous (Inuit/Metis/First Nations) (9)
• Arab (Saudi Arabian, Palestinian, Iraqi, etc.) (5)
• Latin American (Costa Rican, Guatemalan, Brazilian, Colombian, etc.) (6)
• West Asian (Iranian, Afghani, etc.) (10)
• Not listed (please Specify) (7)
• Prefer not to respond (8)
Q31 Please specify:
________________________________________________________________
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Q32 Highest level of education achieved?
• First Year (1)
• Second Year (2)
• Third Year (3)
• Fourth Year (4)
• Fifth Year + (5)
• Graduate Student (6)
• Other (7)

Q33 Have you, a family member, or friend ever worked in agriculture?
• Yes (1)
• No (2)

Q32 Do you feel you shopped normally throughout the study
• Yes (1)
• No (2)
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